One in 350 Million, but the wrong one
By A.R. Nash

Everyone who voted for Barack Obama to be
our Emperor cast a vote against the Constitution,
-without even realizing it. Why would that be
true? Because his election was in direct contradiction to the clear prohibition given as the first, and
foremost requirement to be eligible for the office.
Article II, Section I, “No person except a natural
born citizens...shall be eligible to the office of the
President,”. That clearly barred Obama from the
office since he is not a natural American citizen.
What kind of citizen is he? He is a provisional
citizen turned statutory citizen. Having been fathered by an alien, his citizenship rested on whether or not he lived in the United States for 5 years
after the age of 14. If he had returned to Indonesia
to live with his mother and step-father at age 18,
he would not have obtained American citizenship
via the provisional process. He would have needed to naturalized personally as an adult.
If you mistakenly believe that he obtained U.S.
Citizenship simply by being born on U.S. soil, you
would be both right and wrong. The citizenship
he might incorrectly be deemed to have rightfully
obtained is citizenship obtained wrongfully.
That’s because, although it is supposed by the
government that native-birth conveys citizenship
to everyone, that is in direct opposition to the actual meaning of the words of the 14th Amendment.
They plainly require that one be subject to the
federal government’s full authority. Babies aren’t
subject to anything other than the craving for the
necessities of baby survival, so they, like all minors, are born subject to the government through
the head of the family, the father. He is fully subject because he can be drafted and sent to face
death in war.
Immigrants are under that authority as well as
citizens, but Obama’s father was not since he was
not an immigrant. So the assumption by the government, which it has been falsely making for over
a century, is incorrect. But even if it were correct,
what kind of citizenship does it produce?

It produces man-made constitutional citizenship, not natural citizenship.
Citizenship comes in an assortment of types.
The lowest type is the provisional citizenship of
minors with foreign fathers, which can expire. It
could be described as Copper Citizenship.
Above that is citizenship by the naturalization
process. It’s granted to foreigners who undergo
the pledge of allegiance to the Constitution and the
United States, and renounce all allegiance to their
homeland. It can be called Silver Citizenship.
Above that is statutory citizenship, -that granted
to children born abroad of mixed-nationality marriages, -having American & foreign parents. It can
be called Golden Citizenship.
Above that is citizenship obtained by the authority of the 14th Amendment for children of legal
immigrants who are subject to conscription into
the United States military without any right to refuse.
Neither the Congress nor the executive branch can
prevent, redefine, withdraw, or repeal the right to
that citizenship because it isn’t bestowed by them
but by a constitutional amendment that is far
above their pay grade.
It can be called “Platinum Citizenship”.
All the citizens of these various types combined
together constitute perhaps less than 5 percent of
the American population. An examination of census records would be needed to know the actual
percentage. But they wouldn’t be reliable because
they would come with the presumption that all
children of illegal aliens and temporary visitors are
citizens, when constitutionally they are not.
So what kind of citizen constitutes the other
95%? They are the indigenes natural citizens.
Born of an American father and an American
mother. Their citizenship is beyond the reach of
naturalization and constitutional statutes. It’s immune to all citizenship law because all the laws
that exists were written for births involving foreign parents.
Congress was given the authority to write a uniform naturalization rule for all the states, and

nothing more. It has never had any authority over the
status of natural citizens. They are outside the purview
of its legislating authority. Off-limits, thanks to the
Constitution not granting any authority in that area of
citizenship.
So how can we describe such citizenship? Platinum is
already taken. So we need to go beyond the
realm in which those precious metals are found.
Just as natural citizenship is beyond the realm of legal
citizenship, so we need to go beyond the realm of terrestrial elements, -to the realm of extraterrestrial elements.
I speak of the one that is hardly found on Earth, it only
comes from outer space. It provides the name for natural citizenship; namely Iridium Citizenship.
Natural citizenship, like Iridium, is from another
realm. Outside of the legal realm, -purely from the
realm of natural law. It springs from conformity to the
universal law of uniformity.
When genetic uniformity is an element in parental biological makeup, then their off-spring will be naturally
identical to them.
When uniformity is an element in the parents’ political makeup, then their off-spring will have the same nationality as them by the same natural principle.
What difference does it make what kind of citizenship
one has? It makes no difference at all,
unless...well...there’s one tiny, essentially inconsequential exception. It only involves one single person out of
350,000,000. Hardly worth mentioning. On the other
hand, it is something mentioned in the Constitution. It’s
some little, forgotten, overlooked, misunderstood requirement inserted as an element of presidential eligibility. It’s that essentially meaningless mandate that the
President be a “natural born citizen”, whatever that is. I
know, I know, some fanatics think that the Constitution
matters for some reason. Whatever.
But since absolutely no one in the government or the
media care (including the conservative media) why
should anyone else care?
I’m sure the White House doesn’t care. After all, the
guy that occupies it was a copper citizen growing up. So
I’m sure he doesn’t recent me pointing out that fact.
So as I was saying... wait, -wait a minute.... I hear
something.... -what was that sound? OMG!!!
I gotta go. A swap team is about to smash down my
door!!!

